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Fortress operative Adam Walker knows hardship and pain, specializes in navigating behind enemy

lines, and never leaves a man behind. When the Special Forces Marine is asked to rescue a

woman who helped save him, he doesn't hesitate to lay his life on the line to return the favor.

Although Adam believed his past was buried, he learns the enemy has risen from the ashes.

Danger stalks not only Adam, but the people who mean everything to him, including the woman he

loves. To destroy his nemesis for good, the Marine must take Veronica into the enemy's lair.DEA

Agent Veronica Miles is used to working alone in enemy territory for weeks at a time. But on this

mission, something goes horribly wrong, and she's taken captive. Held prisoner for days, Veronica

is rescued by an operative she once aided but returns home to suspicion and accusations from her

co-workers. Forced to surrender her badge and weapon, Veronica has no one to turn to except the

man who saved her life. Together, she and Adam will have to face their worst nightmares and

defeat a foe obsessed with revenge. This time, failure will be fatal.
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Another great book by Rebecca Deel. She writes the best books. It has your alpha males, strong

woman who love them, suspense, and best of all it is done in a clean read. Veronica "Vonnie" (DEA

Agent) and Adam (Fortress Security) dealt with a lot of pain while being held capture by drug cartels

at different times. Vonnie was instrumental in Adams rescue and then followed his healing progress

from afar. Adam actually saved Vonnie and helped her with her healing. Vonnie was then set-up by

the cartel as a traitor and her fellow DEA agents were being targeted. Vonnie and Adam teamed up

to clear Vonnie's name and take down the cartels. Join Adam and Vonnie as they deal with the

cartels (with the help of Fortress) and find love with each other. Can't wait for her next book.

I am so glad that Adam got his turn for a HEA. Another great story, with lots of action and lots of

recurring characters from past books! And the special surprise from Zane and Claire was a great

addition to the plot. Love this one as much as the others. It's going on my read again list.

Rebecca Deel has done it again with another installment of the Fortress Security series featuring

Adam and Vonnie!!! Full of action and suspense with a lot of twist and turns in the story. Can't wait

to see who is featured in the next installment. Totally recommend this series!!!

I absolutely love this series and Adam is my favorite character. He is intense and passionate about

everything, including his new love. The story was very suspenseful and the romance interwoven just

perfect. I'm so happy that he found his HEA.

I LOVE this series and the Otter Creek series. Each book has wonderful characters who are strong,

loyal, fearless, and loving, and the stories always have excitement and a love story. Another

wonderful, enjoyable book.

I love this story of Adam and Vonnie. Adam needed a kick butt woman who can be a great team

member too. They remind me of Remy and Lily. I am very excited for your next book.

I just found this author recently, and I love her stories so much. They are romantic and action

packed !! Read her books , you will not regret it .

Wow, what an excellent book Can hardly put it down, but please put them in paperback again.
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